
QUESTION
Yr 11

what is this 
score for? 
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QUESTION
Yr 10

what is this 
score for? 

4



QUESTION
Yr 9

what is this 
score for? 

3.8



QUESTION
Yr 8

what is this 
score for? 

3.8



QUESTION
Yr 7

what is this 
score for? 

4
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Mindset 
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Question 1
Your intelligence is something very basic 

about you that you can’t change very much
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making 
mistakes shows 
lack of 
intelligence.

You are born 
with a fixed 
level of 
intelligence-
Smart or not 
smart. 

Natural 
talent 
alone 
creates 
success

Less than 6 = People with more of a fixed Mindset believe that... 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmW3H-EXYS0&app=desktop

So, what does a score of 6 look like? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmW3H-EXYS0&app=desktop


We want to be here! 
6= People with a Growth Mindset believe that … 

You are 
born with 
the ability 
to learn.

Mistakes 
help you to 
make 
progress. 
They are an 
opportunity 
to develop 
and become 
resilient. 

Effort is the 
key to 
success.
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‘Failing is one of the greatest arts in the 
world. One fails forward towards success.’

The Phonograph, the 
world’s first method 

of recording and 
playing back sound!

Thomas Edison: Inventor of...



‘Failing is one of the 
greatest arts in the world. 
One fails forward towards 

success.’

What did Edison mean?
As an inventor 
Edison valued 

mistakes. 
When things didn’t 
go right or didn’t 

work that was just 
as valuable a part 
of the invention 
process as when 

things went right. 

Edison’s view of 
mistakes and the 
application of 

effort to 
continually make 
progress are key 
characteristic of 

a ‘Growth 
Mindset.’



Carol Dweck

Stanford 

University 

psychologist/

educationalist.

Carol Dweck carried out two years of 
research with hundreds of year 7 
pupils.

At the start of the research pupils 
were surveyed to see what type of 
Mindset they had.

Their Maths results were then tracked 
for two years.

Results showed that pupils with a 
Growth Mindset improved their results 
over time. Those with a Fixed Mindset 
did not.

So, here’s the proof that having a Growth Mindset works!



If you have more of a fixed ‘Minsdet’ now, 
don’t worry, you can change your 

‘Mindset.’

Changing your Mindset



You really can become more intelligent. 

Intelligence develops every time you learn!



Growth Mindset @ Haygrove 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwsZZ2rprqc&list=PLksohcb0vIBO2Ff5w7glwT67MHUSfQeIO

Applying Grit will make all the difference!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwsZZ2rprqc&list=PLksohcb0vIBO2Ff5w7glwT67MHUSfQeIO


Having a Growth Mindset means...

• seeing effort as the 
path to success.



If you hear yourself thinking

I can’t do 

this



Tell yourself

I can’t do 

this YET



If you hear yourself asking

What 

level/grade 

did I get?



Ask instead

What can I 

do to 

improve?



Remember this...


